UASG UA Measurement Coordination Group Meeting
June 2019
Zoom Meeting

Attendance
Sarmad Hussain, Don Hollander, Mark Svancarek, Mark Datysgeld, Mark B, Dominic
Absent: Jay Daley, Dennis Tan, John Levine

1. Automation of Compliance Research for UA
   a. Websites are coded differently even within same CMS, therefore do not think it is viable to automate
   b. Outsource to non-specialist -Difficult to recover codes to validate html
   c. Specialist - Separation of website and looking at the code

2. Trackable Problems - Mark
   a. Cannot automate compliance research in total. However, can we categorize automations using specific word:
      a) could be further automated,
      b) impossible to automate,
      c) need additional examinations
   b. If can commit to specific study on what could be automated, propose to stay with manual

3. Experience Sharing On Magnification Failed - Don
   a. Most applications are actively trying to discourage people from automating system
   b. Client codes consist of too many variation of expression
   c. Looking at various feedbacks and automating these processes seems to be no at this point.

4. Observation - Mark
   a. Systems may indulge the domain part of the email address, accepting possibility of IDN
   b. Unusual username part of the email address, systems will flag as bot/spammer

5. May 16th Meeting Review
   a. Dennis updated chartered – No objection to changes
   b. ACTION: Sarmad to inform group of approval of changes to charter
   c. Annual report structure – Circulated and waiting for contracts to be executed. Contracts should be finalized by ICANN65.
d. Programming Language Libraries – Details to be discussed with Technology Working Group. The idea is to recruit 1-2 volunteers to advocate UA in GitHub and StackOverflow community.

e. **ACTION:** Mark to consider how ICANN contract can be structure with these individuals to monitor progress more effectively.

   Sample items to consider:
   - 1 person doing both GitHub and StackOverflow
   - Pay by task or hour
   - How to write bot and navigate the environment?
   - What do want the bot to look at?
   - Post good answers to how to perfectly validate email form for people looking to solve problems, link to best practices website.

f. **ACTION:** Sarmad to prepare agenda for next meeting with selection of Chair, measurement annual report

   - 1 hour meetings are fine
   - Keep monthly meeting
   - Keep time for the moment

**Action Item Summary:**

A. Sarmad to inform group of approval of changes to charter

B. Mark to consider how ICANN contract can be structure with these individuals to monitor progress more effectively

C. Sarmad to prepare agenda for next meeting
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